




Heritage
DEL PROFESSORE

In the late 18   century Italian herbalists with expertise in 
preparing remedies, created the world’s first luxury drinks 

along with the spirits that have spawned 
modern cocktails and aperitifs. 

In our research, we looked back at this golden age 
of the Italian spirits making with the aim of reviving 

this craft tradition, respecting certain simple principles: 
a strong tie with the local area of production, 

its people and traditions; 
seek for good, natural ingredients; 

respect for artisans’ know-how and passion dedicated.
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The agricultural production of a specific area is typically 
influenced by its natural, historical and cultural features, 

which make it absolutely unique. 
Italy is a prime example of this, 

with its peculiar position at the heart of 
the Mediterranean, its geology and topography, 

and the various people who populated
the peninsula over thousands years. 

It is a boundless “garden” running from 
the perennially snowy peaks of the Alps to the sunny, 

verdant coasts, where an infinite and unique variety 
of agricultural excellence flourishes and bears fruit. 

Italy terroir
DEL PROFESSORE







75 cl 18% vol 

Vermouth di Torino 
Classico Del Professore

tasting notes:
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MAIN BOTANICALS

It is a living, constantly evolving product. 
It boasts a lovely amber hue and a complex bouquet of flowers,

ripe fruit and spices such as vanilla, cloves and mace. 
Its subtle mouthfeel on the palate is in perfect balance with the sweetness, 

the refreshing citrus and cinnamon notes, 
and the delicate cinchona and gentian finish.

VERMOUTH & SODA

5 cl Vermouth Classico Del Professore,
a top of ice-cold soda,

lemon zest.

Serve straight 
or on the rocks.

VERMOUTH COCKTAIL

5 cl Vermouth Classico Del Professore,
2 dashes angostura,

2 dashes orange curaçao.

Mix with ice, serve in a Coupette glass 
and garnish with lemon

and orange zest.

Wormwood, citrus, gentian, vanilla, cloves, mace.

It recreates the vermouth style popular in Italy 
at the end of the 18th century.

VERMOUTH DI TORINO
CLASSICO



75 cl 18% vol 

Vermouth di Torino 
Rosso Del Professore

tasting notes:
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MAIN BOTANICALS
Wormwood, Alpine mint, rhubarb, cloves, mace.

NEGRONI 
DEL PROFESSORE

4 cl Vermouth Rosso Del Professore,
2 cl Bitter Del Professore,

2 cl Gin Monsieur,
a splash of ice-cold soda.

Serve in an Old Fashioned glass
filled with ice, mix and garnish
with lemon and orange zest.

AMERICANO 
DEL PROFESSORE

4 cl Vermouth Rosso Del Professore,
2 cl Bitter Del Professore
a splash of ice-cold soda.

Serve in an Old Fashioned glass
filled with ice, mix and garnish
with lemon and orange zest.

The warm, embracing scent of wood, balsamic and mentholated, 
is reminiscent of the herbal mixtures of yesteryear, characterized 

by aromas of absinthe, bitter orange, Alpine mint, cloves and other spices. 
Soft and full on the palate, thanks to its perfect balance 

between alcohol and sugar, with a pleasantly bitter 
and smooth finish of rhubarb and gentian.

Embodies the authentic Turinese tradition
and is made from a base of selected wines.

VERMOUTH DI TORINO
ROSSO



75 cl 18% vol 

tasting notes:
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Vermouth Chinato 
Del Professore



MAIN BOTANICALS
Wormwood, vanilla, cinchona, orange and coriander.

IMPROVED MI-TO

3 cl Vermouth Chinato Del Professore,
2 cl Bitter Del Professore,

1 cl Rhubarb liqueur.

Pour all the ingredients into an
Old Fashioned type glass with ice, 
mix and garnish with orange zest.

Respecting ancient Piedmontese tradition,
it is the marriage of a sweet aromatic base

with a hint of bitterness.

An accurate selection of Piedmontese grape varieties characterize the base 
wine’s bouquet, which complement the skillful blend of spices, 

first on the nose, then on the palate. 
Its distinctive aromas include citrus, coriander and vanilla,

but it is the Cinchona Calisaya that closes the circle, 
creating a well-balanced and long-lingering sensation of pleasure.

VERMOUTH CHINATO



75 cl 18% vol 

tasting notes:
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The Gibson Pickled 
Vermouth Del Professore



MAIN BOTANICALS

OUR PICKLED MARTINI

5 cl di London Dry Gin, 
4 cl di Pickled Vermouth
2 dashes orange bitter, 

2 dashes Angostura.

Stir and strain in a Coupette glass.
Garnish with lemon zest.

Fresh and fruity on the nose, with light notes of dill and laurel leaf,
then explodes on the palate with hints of coriander, absinthe, 

Jamaican allspice, cubeb, clary sage and red thyme which give a unique, 
full flavor, with a refreshing citrus finish,

enriched with a persistent grapefruit note.

26 spices, herbs and fruits

An exclusive recipe created in collaboration 
with Marian Beke of The Gibson bar in London.

THE GIBSON 
PICKLED VERMOUTH



75 cl 18% vol 

tasting notes:
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Vermouth di Torino 
Superiore Del Professore



 Enjoy the Vermouth di Torino Superiore just neat,
chilled in a wine glass.

The Barolo “Vigneto Cerretta” by Ettore Germano is the base wine 
for the Vermouth Superiore Del Professore. 

Thanks to our meticulous and respectful craft processes, 
the wine’s structure, subtlety of aromas and elegant tannins 

are enriched by the complexity of botanicals. 
A second phase of maturing in barrel creates the necessary “marriage” 

between our botanicals and this noble red wine from the Piedmont region 
and gives birth, after many years of judicious ageing and craft work, 

to a remarkably well-balanced Vermouth.

MAIN BOTANICALS
Wormwood, rhubarb, vanilla, cinchona, cloves.

VERMOUTH DI TORINO
SUPERIORE

This Del Professore Limited Edition 
boasts all the fine nuances of a great Barolo wine.







70 cl 43,7% vol 

tasting notes:
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Gin Monsieur
Del Professore



Juniper, lavender, angelica, orange, rose, chamomile 
and other aromas melt into the high-quality spirit 

creating  an unusual product with lively floral and balsamic notes. 
The secret recipe is the result of ancient knowledge of the herbal arts, 

lengthy research for the perfect balance of ingredients, 
and a dash of creativity. The ingredients deriving from 

the infusion processes bring  the characteristic amber colour.

MAIN BOTANICALS
Juniper, angelica, chamomile, lavender, orange, zedoaria.

GIN COCKTAIL #30

5 cl Gin Monsieur,
2 dashes maraschino,

2 dashes orange curaçao,
2 dashes angostura bitters,

1 teaspoon gum syrup.

Stir and strain in a Coupette glass
and garnish with lemon zest.

An unusual multi-faceted craft product, 
a combination of power and softness.

GIN MONSIEUR



70 cl 42,9% vol 

tasting notes:
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Gin à la Madame
Del Professore



Fresh and intense product, inspired by 
the great Italian herbal tradition.

Made from a blend of distillates and infusions Gin Madame releases 
intense floral and herbal aromas softening the power of the juniper berries. 

Pleasantly warm and aromatic on the palate, 
it releases charming resiny and floral notesas part of a very agreeable whole. 

The ingredients deriving from the infusion processes 
bring he characteristic amber colour.

MAIN BOTANICALS

GIN MULE À LA MADAME

5 cl Gin à la Madame,
2 cl fresh lime juice,

1 cl sugar syrup,
15 cl ginger beer.

Shake all the ingredients together, 
except for the ginger beer. 

Pour into an ice-filled glass, 
add the ginger beer and garnish 

with fresh mint leaves and a lime wedge.

Juniper, lemon, orange, tansy, zedoaria, cinnamon and cassia.

GIN à La MADAME



70 cl 45% vol 

tasting notes:
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Crocodile Old Tom Gin
Del Professore



Strength and softness, 
for a real Old Tom style gin.

Inspired by the recipes of Old Tom gins, very popular in England 
and the United States during the second half of the 19th century, 

the golden age of pre-Prohibition American cocktails, 
Crocodile Old Tom Gin is a fresh and soft gin packed with intense juniper 

and citrus aromas, complemented by delicate hints of coriander, 
elderflower and Jamaican all spice. Full on the palate, it is gently softened by 

notes of vanilla and other exotic spices. The secret ingredients, that complete 
its production process, bring its characteristic pale yellow colour.

Juniper, citrus, coriander, elderflower, Jamaican allspice.

GIN COCKTAIL

6 cl Crocodile Old Tom Gin,
1 cl sugar syrup,

4 dashes angostura bitter.

Stir and strain in a Coupette glass
and garnish with lemon zest.

GIN TONIC

4 cl Crocodile Old Tom Gin,
15/16 cl tonic water,

lemon or orange zest.

Pour 4 cl of Gin in a highball glass 
filled with ice and finish 

with tonic water. 
Garnish with lemon or orange twist.

CROCODILE OLD TOM GIN

MAIN BOTANICALS



The Fighting Bear
London Dry Gin
43 cl 70% vol 

tasting notes:
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The Fighting Bear Gin goes back to the origins 
and to the classic tradition of the London Dry style. 

The nose is full, the notes of juniper are long and persistent with 
hints of bitter orange and Roman chamomile that complete the aroma. 

The taste is dry, with marked herbaceous and balsamic notes
and a pleasant citrus and oral finish.

Authentic handcrafted London Dry Gin. Wisdom mix of 
typical herbs and spices from central Italy. 

Distillation in discontinuos alembic still Carter headtype.

MAIN BOTANICALS
Juniper, bitter orange, Roman chamomile.

MINT VINYL

60 ml The Fighting Bear London Dry Gin, 15 ml Dry Vermouth, 
7,5 ml Liquore alla Menta di Pancalieri Doragrossa,

2 dashes lemon Bitter, mint leaves as garnish
Stir and strain, serve in a Coupette glass, and garnish with mint leaves.

THE FIGHTING BEAR
LONDON DRY GIN







70 cl 15% vol 

tasting notes
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Aperitivo
Mediterraneo agli agrumi
Del Professore



MAIN BOTANICALS
Mandarin, lemon, gentian, elderflower.

APERITIVO 
DEL PROFESSORE

5 cl Aperitivo Del Professore,
a splash of ice-cold soda.

Serve in an Old Fashioned
glass without ice,

garnish with lemon and orange zest.

SPRITZ DEL PROFESSORE

5 cl Aperitivo Del Professore,
10 cl Prosecco,

cold soda at taste.

Prepare in a Collins glass
with ice and garnish

with a slice of orange.

Mediterranean sunny flavours and colours conjure 
up the ambience of the fabulous 1950’s.

It gives off aromas of fresh citrus and elderflowers
with a hint of gentian and other slightly bitter herbs.

Intense with long-lasting flavours,
well-balanced alcohol and a delicately bitter aftertaste.

Best enjoyed in good company at sunset.

APERITIVO MEDITERRANEO
AGLI AGRUMI



70 cl 25% vol 

tasting notes:
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Bitter all'uso D'Hollanda
Del Professore



MAIN BOTANICALS
Orange, gentian, juniper, rhubarb, cinnamon and cascarilla.

BITTER & SODA
5 cl Bitter Del Professore,
a splash of ice-cold soda.

Serve in an Old Fashioned glass 
without ice, garnish with lemon

and orange zest.

GARIBALDI
4 cl Bitter Del Professore,
15 cl fresh orange juice.

Serve in an ice filled Collins
glass and garnish with

a orange wedge.

One of the pillars of the Italian aperitif culture. 
Our exclusive recipe and fine craftsmanship

make for a unique spirit.

A fresh bitter orange peel infusion and hand-cleaned wild gentian, 
are just a few examples of the work carried out 

with great care and dedication during the production process.  
It gives off intense juniper, cinnamon and other spice aromas and the typical 

flavours of citrus, cascarilla, rhubarb and gentian 
come through on the palate.

BITTER
ALL'USO D'HOLLANDA



SPECIAL
EDITIONS





50 cl 18% vol 

Jamaican Rum Finish
Vermouth

50 cl 18,8% vol 

Whisky Finish
Vermouth

Caroni Trinidad 
Rum Finish 
Vermouth

50 cl 17,8% vol Special and 
numbered editionS

are in a limited Stock, 
pleaSe check availability



JAMAICAN RUM FINISH
VERMOUTH

WHISKY FINISH
VERMOUTH

CARONI TRINIDAD RUM FINISH
VERMOUTH

After ageing in small Jamaican rum barrels, 
the vermouth acquires the typical aromas 

of this wonderful Caribbean spirit.

We age our vermouth for a few months in high-quality 
whisky small barrels,  where it takes on all 

the unmistakable aromas of the whisky.

A very small numbered release, from a truly special refining 
of our Vermouth di Torino Classico in rare barrels 

that had kept precious Caroni Trinidad Rum.
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